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CHAPTER

25 i

Reflection and Refraction of Light

Wave Under Refraction, A wave crossing a boundary as it travels from medium 1 to medium 2
is refracted. The angle of refraction 0, is related to the incident angle 0, by the relationship
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rvhere u, and u, are the speeds of the wave in medium 1 and medium 2, respectir,ely. The incident ray, the reflected ray, the refracted ray, and the normal to the surface all lie in the same
plane.
For light waves, Snell's law of refraction states that
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where n, and n, are the indices of refraction in the nvo media.
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Carbon disulfide
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(n : 7.63) is poured into a container

must it be traveling originally? (ii) Can sound undergo total
internal reflection at a smooth interface between air and
water? If so, in which medium must it be traveling originalh.i

:

1.52). \Arhat is the critical angle for
total internal reflection of a light ray in the liquid when it
is incident on the liquid-to-glass surface? (a) 89.2' (b) 68.8'
(c) 21.2" (d) 1.07" (e) 43.0'
made of crown glass (n

7. Light traveling in a medium of index of refraction n, is incident on another medium har.ing an index of refraction n-.
Under which of the following conditions can total internai
reflection occur at the interface of the two media? (a) The
indices of refraction have the relation ru, ) nr. (b) The indices of refraction have the relation \)
ne.(c) Light trar.
els slower in the second medium than in the first. (d) The
angle of incidence is less than the critical angle. (e) The
angle of incidence must equal the angle of refraction.

2. In each of the folloning situations, a wave passes through
an opening in an absorbing wall. Rank the situations in
order from the one in which the wave is best described by
the ray approximation to the one in rvhich the rvave coming through the opening spreads out most nearly equally in
all directions in the hemisphere beyond the rvall. (a) The
sound of a low rvhistle at 1 kHz passes through a doorway
m wide. (b) Red light passes through the pupil of your eye.
(c) Blue light passes through the pupil of your eye. (d) The
wave broadcast by an AM radio station passes through a
doorway I m wide. (e) An x-ray passes through the space
behveen bones in your elbowjoint.
1

3. What happens to a light tvave when it travels from air into
glass? (a) Its speed remains the same. (b) Its speed increases. (c) Its wavelength increases. (d) Its wavelength remains the same. (e) Its frequency remains the same.
4. A source emits monochromatic light of wavelength 495 nm
in air. When the light passes through a liquid, its wavelength
reduces to 434 nm. What is the liquid's index of refraction?
(a) 1.26 (b) 1.49 (c) 1.14 (d) 1.33 (e) 2.03
5. The index ofrefraction for water is about {. \{rhat happens
as a beam of light travels from air into water? (a) Its speed
increases to fc, and its frequency decreases. (b) Is speed
decreases to ]c and its war.,elength decreases by a factor of ]
(c) Its speed decreases to |r, and its wavelength increases by
a factor of A. (d) Its speed and frequency remain the same.
(e) Its speed decreases to lr. and its frequency increases.

6. For the following questions, choose from the following possibilities: (a) yes; rvater (b) no; water (c) yes; air (d) no; air.
(i) Can light undergo total internal reflection at a smooth
interface between air and water? If so, in which medium
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8ll S.,ppor" you find experimentally that two colors of light, -\
and B, originally traveling in the same direction in air, are
sent through a glass prism, and A changes direction more
than B. \4,'hich travels more slowly in the prism, A or B? Alternatively, is there insufficient information to determine

which moves more slowly?

9. The core of an optical fiber transmits light with minimal loss
if it is surrounded by what? (a) water (b) diamond (c) air
(d) glass (e) fused quarz
10. Which color light refracts the most rvhen entering cro\\-n
glass from air at some incident angle 0 with respect to the
normal? (a) r.iolet (b) blue (c) green (d) yellow (e) red
11. A light ray travels from vacuum into a slab of material with
index of refraction n, at incident angle 0 n'ith respect to the
surface. It subsequently passes into a second slab of material
with index of refraction n, before passing back into vacuum
again. The surfaces of the different materials are all parallel
to one another. As the light exits the second slab, what can
be said of the final angle @ that the outgoing light makes
with the normal? (a) d > 0 (b) d < 0 (c) d : 0 (d)The
angle depends on the magnitudes of n, and q. (e) The
angle depends on the rvavelength of the light.
12. Light can travel from air into water. Some possible paths
for the Iight ray in the water are shorvn in Figure OQ25.12.

Conceptual

\{hich path u'ill the light most likely follol,? (a) ,{ (b)
(c)

C
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incidence and refraction? More than one statement may be

B

: ur/sin 0, (b) csc 01/ n, : csc 0z/ ne
:
(c) .tr,,/sin 0,
l2/sin 0, (d) j/sin 0, : J2/sin 0,
(e) nr/cos 0y: n2/cos 0,

(d) D (e) E

correct. (a) ur/sin 0,

Air

14. A light ray containing both blue and red wavelengths is incident at an angle on a slab of glass. \Ahich of the sketches in
Figure OQ25.14 represents the most likely outcome? (a) A
(b) B (c) C (d) D (e) none of them

\Vater

Figure OQ25.12
13.

A light

wave moves behveen medium

I

and medium

2.

Which of the following are correct statements relating
its speed, frequency, and wavelength in the trvo media,
the indices of refraction of the media, and the angles of
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Figure OQ25.14
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The displal,windou,s of some department stores are slanted
slightly inrvard at the bottom. This tilt is to decrease the glare
from streetlights and the Sun, rthich'lvould make it difficult
for shoppers to see the display inside. Sketch a light ray reflecting from such a lvindolv to shol'horv this design rvorks.
The F-l17A stealth fighter (Fig. CQ25.2) is specifically designed to be a nonretroreflector of radar. \4hat aspects of its
design help accomplish this purpose?

denotes answer available in Student
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light follorvs the path shown. Parallel tilted, silvered mirrors
could be used, but glass prisms with no silvered surfaces give
higher light throughput. Propose a reason for the higher
efficiency.

@

Explain rvhy a diamond sparkles more than a glass crystal of
the same shape and size.

7. At one restaurant, a worker uses colored chalk to rvrite
the daily specials on a blackboard illuminared nith a
spotlight. At another restaurant, a worker rvrites with colored grease pencils on a flat, smooth sheet of transparent acrylic plastic rvith an index of refraction 1.55. The
panel hangs in front of a piece of black felt. Small, bright

fluorescent tube lights are installed all along the edges
of the sheet, inside an opaque channel. Figure CQ25.7
sholvs a cutarvay view

of

the sign. (a) Explain
why viervers at both
restaurants

see

Fluorescent tube

the

letters shining against

a black background.
(b) Explain rvhy the
a

=

Figure CQ25.2

3. A laser beam passing through a nonhomogeneous sugar
solution follou,s a curved path. Explain.
4. Sound wal'es have much

in

common

with light'naves, including the properexample of each of these phenomena

Acrylic
plastic

sign at the second restaurant may use less energy from the electric
company than the illu- Fluorescent tube
minated blackboard at at bottom cdEJe
of plastic
the first restaurant. (c)
What rvould be a good
Figure CQ25.7
choice for the index of
refraction of the material in the grease pencils?

\Vhy or $,hy not?

for sound waves.

9. The level of nater in a clear, colorless glass can

Total internal reflectior-r is applied in
the periscope of a submerged submarine to let the user observe events above
the $'ater surface. In this der.ice. tu.o
prisms are arranged as shonn in Figure CQ25.5 so that an incident beam of

Ielt

8. A scientific supplv catalog adyertises a material har-ing an
index of refraction of 0.85. Is that a good product to buy?

ties of reflection and refraction. Give an

5.

Blarck

easil,v be

observed rvith the naked eye. The level of liquid helium in a
45'

Figure CQ25.5

clear glass vessel is extremely difficult to see rvith the naked
eye. Explain.
10. Try this simple experiment on your ol'n. Take t$'o opaque
cups, place a coin at the bottom ofeach cup near the edge,

